
Sausagemaker Pro 

Sausagemaker Pro has been designed to take the mathematical drudgery out of sausage making. It will perform 

all of the calculations necessary when making batches of sausages including calculating the fat% of your meat mix, 

the additions such as rusk and water and all of your seasonings. It will also allow you to save your batches for later 

retrieval and editing if necessary. 

 

Features include: 

 Add an unlimited number of meats to a batch (free version is limited to two meats per batch). 

 Calculate the combined fat content of the meat. 

 Calculate the ratio of meats required to achieve a target fat percentage. 

 Calculate the total batch weight, length of casing required and the quantity of sausages you’ll get from your 

batch. 

 Calculate the total meat weight as well as the weights of additions and seasonings. 

 ‘Drive’ the calculations from either the total batch weight, number of sausages or from any one of the meats. 

 Set the casing diameter and sausage length. 

 Add additional ingredients such as rusk, water, leeks etc. to your batch. 

 Add seasonings. 

 Add notes to each batch. 

 Create seasoning mixes and calculate how much of each ingredient is required to make a batch of seasoning 

(full version only). 

 Choose from an unlimited number of meat cuts which are stored along with their fat percent to make adding 

them to your batch and subsequent fat calculations as simple as possible. 

 Add your own meat cuts along with their fat percent to those already included. 

 Add your own additions to those already included. 

 Add your own seasonings to those already included. 

 Save all of your batches to an internal database, including batch number, batch name & date. 

 Export your batches and seasoning mixes in Excel format to keep an external record or for printing off hard 

copies. 

 Backup and restore database. 

 

 

Note: Some features are either restricted or absent in the free version of the app. 

Ok, that just about covers the main features.  Now let’s get on with learning how to enter meats, additions and sea-

sonings and save it as a batch...



Creating a new batch 

When you first run the app it will start up with an empty batch, 

however, we’ll just make sure by selecting “New” from the 

main menu (the three dots in the action bar at the top right of 

the app). 

Once  you’ve done that you’ll see a  new batch. New batches 

are created using the default settings of: 1Kg batch weight, 

32mm casing diameter and a 100mm sausage length. You’ll 

also see this equates to approximately 1.3m of casing and will 

make approximately 12 sausages. 

We won’t make any changes right now but on this page of the 

app you can set  the batch weight, casing dia, sausage length 

and no. of sausages required. Obviously changing any of these 

has an effect either on the batch weight or the number of sau-

sages. To change any of these values just tap on the value you 

want to change and enter the value into the dialogue. Note 

that when entering a batch weight you can enter calculations 

and include the units g, Lb & Oz. As an example if you enter 

1Lb+12Oz this will be converted to 0.794Kg automatically. 

We’ll go through a typical workflow and add some meats, addi-

tions and seasonings and finally save the batch to the data-

base.



Adding meats to the batch 

Ok, let’s now go to the Meats page and enter some meats. You 

can get to the meats page by either swiping to the left from the 

Batch page or by tapping the ‘Meats’ tab. Next tap on the ‘+’ 

icon in the lower right of the screen and you’ll get a list of 

meats that you can choose from. To make it easier to find the 

meat you want you can tap in the search area just below 

where it says ‘Select Meat’ and start typing. We’ll be adding 

pork shoulder first so tap on the search area and type ‘por’ and 

then hide the keyboard by tapping the ‘Enter’ key. You’ll see 

the list only shows meats that match your search. Tap on ‘Pork 

shoulder’ then ‘OK’. You’ll be returned to the meats page 

where you’ll see that Pork shoulder has been added to the list 

of meats. Next we’ll add some Pork belly. Repeat what we just 

did when adding the Pork shoulder but choose ‘Pork belly’ 

from the list instead. 

You should now have two meats in the list and you’ll see that 

each meat shows information regarding the amounts of each 

there are in the batch. By default these are set to 50 parts for 

each meat and it’s more than likely you’ll need to adjust these 

to suit your recipe. We’ll do that next but first we’ll just take a 

moment to explain the information displayed on the page. 

Each meat panel shows the number of parts, the percentage 

and the weight of the particular meat. 

‘Parts’ are arbitrary and don’t necessarily represent any physi-

cal unit. Many times ingredients are specified as Parts as this is 

a convenient way to express relative quantities. 

‘Percent’ shows each meat as percentage the total meat con-

tent. 

‘Weight’ is simply the weight in Kg of each meat. 

Notice also that there is some information at the bottom of the 

page. This shows the total meat as a percentage of the total 

batch, the fat percentage of the meat mixture and the total 

weight of meat. 

Ok, next we’ll adjust the meat sliders and see how that affects 

the various values on this page. 



Drag the pork belly slider to the left. As you drag it you’ll see 

the values change in response. Drag it down to 17 parts. 

Now, lets take a look at what’s changed: 

You’ll see that 17 parts represents 25.4% of the total meat 

weight (changed from 50%). You’ll also notice that the weight 

is now 0.254Kg and that the weight and percentage of the pork 

shoulder has increased to 0.746Kg and 74.6% accordingly. Also 

notice that the Fat% is now around 25% (down from 30%). This 

is calculated using the percentage fat of each meat cut. The 

total meat weight has stayed the same @ 1Kg. 

Once you’re happy with your meat values tap the unlocked 

padlock icon in the bottom right of the screen. It will change to 

a locked padlock and the sliders will be disabled so they can't 

be changed by accident. If you later need to adjust them again 

just tap the padlock icon again and the sliders will be enabled. 

Now if you tap on the pale yellow panel relating to the Pork 

belly you’ll see the panel becomes brighter yellow and some 

more icons appear along the bottom (see below right). 

These icons are, from left to right: 

Delete: This will delete the selected meat from the 

batch after a confirmation prompt. 

Edit: This allows you to replace the selected meat 

cut. 

Target Fat: Tapping this icon prompts you to enter a 

target fat% value. The amounts of meats are then 

adjusted to arrive at the desired value.  Note that if 

you have more than two meats in your batch then 

the app will group all of the non-selected meats to-

gether and will adjust them as a group keeping their 

relative amounts the same.  This is necessary other-

wise there would be an infinite number of solutions 

to achieve the target. Note that the app might not be 

able to achieve the target exactly but it will be very 

close. 

Calculate: This will prompt you to enter a new 

weight for the selected meat. The app will then recal-

culate all of the other weights accordingly, keeping 

all of the relative amounts the same. Not only can 

you enter a Kg value you can also enter calculations 

and the units g, Lb & Oz. So if you enter something 

like 1Lb+12Oz it will be converted to 0.794Kg after 

you ‘Ok’ the dialogue. You’ll also get the same result 

if you were to enter 1.75Lb or 794g. 



Adding Additions to the batch 

Ok, now we’ll move onto the additions… I’m sure it won’t come 

as a surprise that these are added in the same way as the 

meats. Move onto the ‘Additions’ page and add Rusk and Wa-

ter, then set these to 6.5% and 11% respectively, as shown in 

the screenshot to the right. 

You’ll see that just like on the Meats page the percentages and 

weights of each of the additions has been calculated automati-

cally. Also notice that the total addition amounts are calculated 

and displayed at the bottom. Note that the percentages are 

percent of total batch weight. 

If we briefly go back to the meats page you’ll see that where 

the total meat weight was 1Kg, it is now 0.825Kg as shown in 

the screenshot below. Now,if go back to the Batch page you’ll 

see that the batch weight has stayed at 1Kg. This is made up of 

825g meat plus the 175g of additions. Next we’ll add some sea-

sonings. 



Adding Seasonings & saving the batch 

Go to the seasonings page and add 1.5% salt and 1% white 

pepper as in the screenshot to the right. You do this in the 

same way as you added the additions. Notice that the amounts 

of each seasoning have been calculated and total seasonings 

are shown at the bottom. If you go back to the meats page 

you’ll see that the meats have been recalculated again in re-

sponse to the seasonings.  

Before we save the batch just briefly go to the ‘Notes’ page 

and you’ll see an area where you can add batch notes. Now 

we’ll save this as a batch so we can retrieve it later. Tap on the 

‘Save’ icon in the action bar at the top. 

You will be prompted for a Batch Name then a Batch ID and 

finally a Batch Date. Your batch will then be saved to the app’s 

database so you can recall it later. 

Loading previously saved batches 

To load a batch you’ve previously saved: select ‘Batches…’ 

from the main menu. You’ll see a screen similar to that shown 

on the right. Obviously your list will be different to that shown. 

Just select the batch you want to load and tap the ‘folder’ icon 

at the bottom right of the screen. The other two icons allow 

you to delete a batch or edit the Batch Name, ID and Date. 

Sharing batches as Excel 

You can ‘share’ all of your batches as an Excel spreadsheet. Just 

select ‘Share Batches as Excel…’ from the main menu on the 

Batches screen as shown below. You will be prompted for an 

app or service via which to share the spreadsheet. If for in-

stance you select Google Drive the exported file will be upload-

ed to your Google Drive and can be downloaded to your desk-

top or other devices. 



Select ‘Seasoning Mixes…’ from the main menu followed by 

the ‘+’ icon in the top action bar. 

Next you’ll be asked to enter a name for your mix. We’ll do a 

Cumberland mix so enter ‘Cumberland’ and tap ‘OK’. You’ll see 

that ‘Cumberland’ has been added to the spinner. 

Now we’ll add the individual seasonings to the mix. Tap the ‘+’ 

in the bottom right of the screen and select ‘Salt’ from the list 

(if you want to, use the filter to make it easier to find) and tap 

the ‘Add’ button. You will then be prompted for the number of 

parts. Enter 60 and tap ‘OK’. You’ll see that Salt has been add-

ed to the mix. Continue adding the following seasonings to the 

Cumberland mix in the same way: 

 

Seasoning Mixes 

When making sausages it is quite common for the sausage maker to make up a batch of seasonings as a mix. Sau-

sagemaker Pro enables you to record your seasoning mixes and then simply add them just like you would with a 

single seasoning. The app will also calculate how much of each component seasoning is required to make a speci-

fied weight of seasoning mix. Let’s go ahead and add a seasoning mix... 

Seasoning Parts 

Black pepper 13.5 

Cornflour 12 

Nutmeg 4.5 

Mace 4.5 

Coriander 4.5 

After entering all of the above seasonings you’ll have a screen 

looking like the screenshot to the right. 

Notice that the app has calculated the percentage, and amount 

of each individual seasoning. The amount is based on the value 

entered in the ‘Batch Amt.’ value. This value doesn’t have any 

units so it could represent grams, kilos, teaspoons or whatever 

you want it to represent. Note that this isn’t the sausage batch 

size, but the seasoning mix batch size. You don’t need to save 

this seasoning mix as it is automatically added to the database. 

To close the seasoning mixes page and return to the main 

screen either tap the ‘Back’ button or the left arrow in the top 

action bar. To make up a different amount just enter the value 

in the ‘Batch Amt’ field and tap the ‘Calc Amounts’ button. 



Using Seasoning Mixes 

To use a seasoning mix just add it to a sausage recipe just like 

you would an individual seasoning. Notice the ‘Cumberland’ 

mix that we just added is listed along with the individual sea-

sonings as shown in the screenshot to the right.  

When you’ve added a seasoning mix to a batch of sausages 

Sausagemaker Pro will calculate not only the total amount of 

seasoning mix required but also each of the individual season-

ing that go to make up the mix. To see how this works go 

ahead and create a new sausage batch and add Cumberland 

seasoning mix at a rate of 2.5%. 

While you’re on the seasonings page tap the ‘Cumberland’ en-

try to select it as in the screenshot below right. 

Then tap the ‘calculator’ icon at the bottom of the screen. 

You’ll be presented with the same seasoning mix page as when 

we were creating the Cumberland seasoning mix earlier. How-

ever you’ll see that the ‘Batch Amt.’ is now set at 25. This has 

been copied from the batch seasonings page and makes it a 

little bit easier if you just want to make enough seasoning mix 

for this one batch of sausages. Of course, if your total batch 

weight or seasoning percent changes then this figure will 

change accordingly. 



Adding Meat Cuts, Additions and 

Seasonings 

Sausagemaker Pro comes ready populated with some of the 

most common meat cuts, additions and seasonings but you 

can add as many to the database as you want. 

To add a meat cut select ‘Meat Cuts…’ from the main menu. 

You’ll see a screen like the one shown on the right.  Tap the ‘+’ 

icon at the bottom of the screen. You will then be prompted 

for a meat cut name followed by the fat content. Enter these 

values and your new meat cut will be added to the database. 

Enter additions and seasonings similarly. 

Although we’ve not covered every feature of Sausagemaker 

Pro in detail you should now have a good understanding of all 

of the Sausagemaker Pro features so go and have some fun 

sausage making without the pain of all those calculations!! 


